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Wedding Package - Medium
We left off at the Small Package where the photographer finishes when the happy couple are driven off in the
wedding car. The Medium Package carries on a little further but more importantly it starts earlier. Whereas the
Small Package is only held at the wedding venue in the Medium Package the photographer goes to the place
where the bride leaves for the ceremony. Here there are a number of pictures taken of preparation, depending on
what the bride requires and groups comprising the bridesmaids and brides parents.
If there is time there could be some shots with the wedding car before
the photographer leaves to catch the Groom and Best Man at the
venue. From this point the process is the same as the Small Package
up to the time the couple leave for the reception. Here the
photographer follows the car, or tries to get to the reception before
the couple, and gets some shots arriving at the venue.
The happy couple are then taken into the reception room and a photo
of cutting the cake is taken (staged). The real cutting of the cake
occurs later of course.
At this point the photographer takes his leave to start the hard work
of getting the images ready for printing. This is done via the Internet
these days and the process can take up to three weeks depending on
how many shots are taken.
This package generally produces in the region of seventy to eighty
photographs and they are presented as 9”x 6” photos in a white album.
Copies can be ordered at a later date to make up a wedding album
or for family and friends. We can also produce gifts from the
photographs such as key rings, coasters, mugs, mouse mats etc. etc..
The list is endless. A reasonably new product available is a DVD of
the photographs accompanied with music.
That covers the Medium Package but as mentioned in the Small one things can be added or removed according
to the wishes of the happy couple, this is their day after all.

